Sports Residency SIG meeting: 7:00-7:45am Platinum Ballroom 6

1. New SPTS website
   - SIG forums
     - Login and will take you to the member home page. Select SIGs.

2. Residency conference registration: form
   - APTA contact: Fenos Judd: fenosjudd@apta.org
   - If residents would like discounted rates

3. JCSMS (Joint Commission on Sports Medicine and Science) Resident poster presentation
   - Scott Dembowski will be representing SPTS at the meeting. He was the 1st PT selected.
   - Feb 12-14 in Anaheim

4. Standardized residency timelines: Around 12 programs participating
   - Application deadline: Dec 15th
   - 1st Offer date: March 1st
   - 2nd offer date: March 3rd
   - Discussion: Extensive discussion on pros, cons and questions commenced. Current group who has completed the system by April will make a list of pros and cons and then we will have another web ex meeting with anyone that would like to be involved to discuss changes, etc.
   - Revisit matching system?

5. Grant funding initiative
   - 2014:
     - University of Wisconsin (Dan Enz/Doug Grovergrys)
   - 2015:
     - University of Texas Southwestern (Ed Mulligan)
   - 2016:
     - Currently one application
   - Update grading criteria

6. Accredited programs in 2015: 2 new Residencies, 1 new Fellowship
   - 34 (7 new) Residencies, 5 Fellowships (2 new)
     - Newly accredited:
       - Drayer Physical Therapy Institute Sports Residency, PA
       - Glendale Adventist Sports Residency, CA
       - Keller Army Community Hospital Sports Division I Fellowship, NY
       - MGH & Northeastern University Sports Residency, MA
       - MVP Physical Therapy Sports Residency, WA
       - The Jackson Clinic Upper Extremity Athlete Fellowship, VA
       - U.S Navy Sports Residency, VA
       - University of North Dakota Sports Residency, ND
       - UT Southwestern Sports Residency, TX
     - Re-accredited:
       - University of Delaware Sports Residency, DE
       - University of Mississippi Medical Center Sports Residency, MS
7. **Emergency response changes**: none currently although update due in 6 months
   - EMR is next to be updated in around 6 months from the American Red Cross
     i. Questions as to how long EMR will continue being investigated
   - Continued competency requirements:
     i. July 1 to start: require 100 hrs of field time over 10 years
     ii. EMR required every 2 years throughout your 10 years
     iii. ATC’s after their initial 10 years have to have EMR

8. **ABPTRFE update**:
   - Residency/Fellowship Research Ad Hoc Group
     - The Post-professional Affairs staff of the American Physical Therapy Association (APTA) has assembled a Residency/Fellowship Research Ad Hoc Group consisting of representative members from various APTA sections, components, and groups involved in physical therapist educational research. The purpose of this group is to discuss current and future research opportunities related to residency/fellowship education.
     - The first meeting of this ad hoc group is scheduled to be held at CSM. To facilitate their discussion, this group is seeking feedback from residency and fellowship programs on research priorities in residency and fellowship education that addresses the needs of program, faculty, and the profession.
   - Residency Competency Instrument Open Forum
     - The Residency Competency Work Group of the American Board of Physical Therapy Residency and Fellowship Education (ABPTRFE) has worked throughout 2015 to create a draft version of a residency performance instrument with associated competencies, critical behaviors/benchmarks, a rating scale, the expected level of performance for passing, and an early warning notation to inform the resident when the expected level of performance is not being achieved.
     - Feedback forums occurred at CSM. Additional opportunities for feedback on the draft instrument will be provided after CSM on the ABPTRFE website, as well as at APTA's 2016 NEXT Conference and Exhibition. The draft will be revised over the course of the first 6 months of 2016 in preparation for psychometric testing of the instrument in 2017.
   - Residents program updates (207 total programs – as of January 12, 2016)
     - Acute Care (1)
     - Cardiovascular & Pulmonary (5)
     - Clinical Electrophysiology (1)
     - Faculty* (0)
     - Geriatrics (13)
     - Neurologic (33)
     - Orthopaedics (94)
     - Pediatrics (17)
     - Sports (34)
     - Women's Health (8)
     - Wound Care Management (1)
RF-PTCAS (2014-15 cycle – the last cycle, not the current open one):
   - 215 total programs participating with 1798 applications filed
   - Sports Specific: 31 participating programs with 344 applications filed
Program Services Council no longer a council of ABPTRFE
   - Survey that Matt Briggs and Airelle Giordano were working on last year is on hold. Matt to possibly continue
      • No representatives will be sent to Private practice meeting

9. Physical Therapy Residency and Fellowship Research Consortia (Formerly the PT Residency/Fellowship Graduates Outcomes Research Group)
   - The most current project is a survey study that is evaluating what sort of value employers have of residency and fellowship trained employees. We are in the middle of this study.
      i. Research Team: Matt Briggs (PI), Julie Whitman, Becky Olson, Joe Farrell, Carol Jo Tichenor
   - A core group of individuals summarized the important findings of the Conclave. This manuscript, “Physical Therapy Residency and Fellowship Education: Reflection on the Past, Present, and Future,” will be published in Physical Therapy in 2016.
      i. Authors: Jennifer A Furze, Carol Jo Tichenor, Beth E. Fisher, Gail M. Jensen, Mary Jane Rapport

10. Education section residency and fellowship SIG:
   - This group meet with residency directors across specialties and officially formed a SIG that has discussed goals such as communication and research in residency and fellowship training. If you would like to be a part of this SIG, please join the education section and residency fellowship SIG.

11. New Business
   - Newsletter: we will continue to have “highlight” a resident. Please contact us if you are interested. Otherwise we may reach out to new programs!
   - Mentoring manual and CEU can be found on ABPTRFE.org
   - The ABPTRFE Board is also developing a DRF (description of residency/fellowship) vs. a DSP. This is tabled for now.
   - Airelle and Craig have been appointed to a 2nd term in their current positions within the Residency SIG. Brad is also staying on as Secretary.